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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every mission has three key NASA management personnel. The Program Scientist, the Program Executive, and the Program Manager/Mission Manager.��I am a Program Scientist. My job is to provide scientific oversight and management. On one hand, I am NASA’s science enforcer on a mission. On the other hand, I am the voice for a mission’s science at HQ.



Introduction
• 2014-2017: Program Scientist, Planetary Science Division

• R&A programs
• Lead, Cassini Data Analysis Program (80-120 proposals/year)
• Co-lead, Solar System Workings program (300-400 proposals/year)
• Program officer, multiple other programs

• Missions
• Program Scientist, MESSENGER mission (extended Phase E)
• Deputy to the Program Scientist, Discovery 2014 AO (28 proposals, 5 Phase 

A studies)
• 2017-Present: Program Scientist, Heliophysics Division

• Missions
• Lead Program Scientist, Solar-Terrestrial Probes program
• Program Scientist, THEMIS/ARTEMIS
• Program Scientist, ESCAPADE
• Program Scientist, Geospace Dynamics Constellation

• Science and Technology Definition Team, 2018-2019
• Pre-project study team, 2019-ongoing 2
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I have seen a lot of NASA proposals, both in R&A and in different stages of the mission lifecycle. One consistent issue is closing the loop: determine what science objectives will be achieved, determine what research needs to be completed, design a research plan that meets the research needs, execute. Missions make this flowdown explicit: Goals->Objs->Level 1s->Implementation.



Goals and Objectives
• NASA missions are formulated and developed based upon the flowdown of requirements.

• Goal: A broad scientific effort that is part of a larger strategy to address a program’s 
objectives. A mission investigation will make progress towards the mission’s Goals, but is 
not expected to completely achieve them. 

• Objective: A focused scientific effort that is part of a larger strategy to address a mission 
goal. A mission Objective must be achieved by a mission.

• Level-1 Requirements: Those scientific determinations and/or results required for 
successful completion of the mission’s Objectives. Level-1 Requirements do not specify 
implementation details for the mission.

• Level-2 Requirements: The measurement, payload, system, subsystem, mission, or other 
details that flow down from Level-1 Requirements. Level-2 Requirements are the first level 
of implementation details for the mission.

• The relationship between Level-1 and Level-2 Requirements can be viewed in two ways:
• Level-1 Requirements are the science that need to be completed. Level-2 Requirements 

are the mission’s way of completing that science. (Flow down)
• Level-2 Requirements describe the data that will be acquired. The Level-1 Requirements 

explain why those are the right data. (Flow up)
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Note: Throughout this talk, I use the term “scientific” because of the context that scientists are accustomed to thinking in terms of. SMD, however, also allows for technology and exploration missions. For those, all of the content here transfers over.



Level-1 Requirements
• What purpose(s) do Level-1 Requirements serve?

• Scientific
• Focus the mission science…

• …priorities: Define the science needs for each Objective, and the scientific space 
for descopes.

• …proposal: Provide the framework to write your proposal within and around.
• …publicity: Informs coherent messaging on the work to be done and the 

objectives to be achieved.
• Quantify the science Objectives in terms that can flow into mission requirements
• Define the requirements that mission success is measured against
• Assist HQ’s portfolio management via understanding synergies, overlap, and gaps

• Engineering
• Bound the engineering trade space, and give engineers a framework within which to 

find solutions
• Programmatic

• Serve as the contract between NASA HQ and the mission on work to be accomplished
• Define the level at which the mission must seek HQ approval for changes; and 

therefore define the levels at which the mission need not seek HQ approval
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Scientific: Priorities…When you write Level 1s, you are explicitly writing down how your mission is going to improve on the current state of knowledge.      Publicity…Every PI has to give a talk to SMD management ahead of the selection decision. That talk carries weight. Missions do not always have a coherent story of what science needs to be done, what science results the mission will produce, and how those results complete the science.�Engineering: When a mission encounters issues, engineers will naturally look for things to cut. When you define implementation requirements as Level 1s, you remove the engineers’ ability to fully explore trades and find solutions (tie their hands).�Programmatic: Contract…Important. That is why there are “shalls”. That is why the results matter, not how you get there.What is not listed here? Level 1s are not exhaustive of all science a mission will do. They are the science requirements that are crucial for success and/or that drive mission design requirements.



Level-1 Requirements
• Why are Level-1 Requirements based in scientific determinations and/or results rather than 

mission-specific implementation details?
• Level 1s are the system-level requirements that reflect the Objectives in the system design 

process. 
• All mission requirements flow down from those Objectives, through the various 

requirement levels. (Derivation)
• All child requirements must also flow up to the parent requirement(s). (Product 

realization)
• The Level-1 Requirements have no parent requirements to flow up to; therefore they 

have no products (within the design) to deliver. They are not mission-implementation 
requirements; they are the Objectives written in requirement form.

• Objectives are inherently implementation-agnostic.
• Any Objective can be met multiple ways; remote-sensing, single-spacecraft in situ, and 

multiple-spacecraft in situ are different implementations but do not capture all of the 
possibilities.

• Therefore Level 1s are implementation-agnostic.

• On a pragmatic note, implementation-specific Level 1s make a mission team’s life more difficult. 
As noted on the last slide, having Level 1s be implementation-agnostic leaves the teams 
flexibility to succeed. 5
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Pragmatic note: All missions run into issues in operations. Implementation requirements make solving those issues worse.Pragmatic note: Basing Level 1s on implementation creates the weird situation where a mission everyone agrees is a failure is declared a success (a key measurement capability fails early in the mission) or a success is declared a failure (a mission with a L1 requiring [N] orbits only completes [N-0.001]).



Level-1 Requirements
• Level-1 Mad Libs: The mission shall [quantitative scientific-result verb] [aspect of the physical 

system] [prepositional phrase] [verification parameter(s)].

• Quantitative scientific-result verb
• All requirements must lead to a pre-registered, quantified scientific result.
• “Intent-based” verbs are precluded: “study”, “investigate”, “perform”, “survey”, “search”
• “Result-based” verbs are required: “determine”, “map”

• For technology missions, verbs like “demonstrate” or “achieve” may be appropriate.
• For exploration missions, verbs like “extract” or “transport” may be appropriate.

• Aspect of the physical system

• Verification parameter(s)
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Scientific-result verb: For technology missions, verbs like “demonstrate” or “achieve”. For exploration missions, verbs like “extract” or “transport”.



Level-1 Requirements
• Level-1 Mad Libs: The mission shall [quantitative scientific-result verb] [aspect of the physical 

system] [prepositional phrase] [verification parameter(s)].

• Quantitative scientific-result verb

• Aspect of the physical system
• Science Objectives require results about the physical system. (Not just measurements.)
• Written to be agnostic of the research plan that accomplishes them.
• The aspects are varied and depend on the particulars of a mission.
• Because these Level 1s are shown to be met at the end of the mission, they are 

aggregates. For dynamic systems, time-separated events, etc., Level 1s target 
characteristics of a statistical distribution (e.g. average, 80th percentile).
• Ex: rise time of a specific signal after a particular event (e.g. auroral radio emission 

after CIR impacting the magnetosphere), fraction of a specific energy input partitioned 
into a specific output (e.g. electron heating in a solar coronal event)

• Verification parameter(s)
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Level-1 Requirements
• Level-1 Mad Libs: The mission shall [quantitative scientific-result verb] [aspect of the physical 

system] [prepositional phrase] [verification parameter(s)].

• Quantitative scientific-result verb

• Aspect of the physical system

• Verification parameter(s)
• The robustness of the results that the mission must achieve.
• Origin of flow down into implementation requirements.
• Needs to be sufficient to deliver compelling science for NASA’s investment. Should not be 

the best that the implementation can do.
• Examples: accuracy (space, time, fraction, etc.), confidence level, coverage (“80% of the 

surface of Planet Acme”, “75% of the total energy”)

• Many Objectives have more than one Level-1 Requirement. The exact form of the L1s depends 
on the mission-specific Objectives.
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Origin of flow down: Each verification parameter can drive different mission design requirements, but they also leave room for trades within the lower-level requirements. Examples include but are not limited to:  1. Observation coverage of a body can drive trades in the mission concept (e.g. flyby vs. orbiter, single spacecraft vs. multiple spacecraft), orbit design (e.g. altitude vs. inclination), etc.  2. Accuracy, confidence intervals, and other result-robustness measures can drive trades in observation requirements (e.g. precision vs. number of observations), observation campaigns (e.g. signal-to-noise vs. observation acquisition time), etc.



Level-1 Requirements
• Level-1 Mad Libs: The mission shall [quantitative scientific-result verb] [aspect of the physical 

system] [prepositional phrase] [verification parameter(s)].

• I think of Level 1s as coming in one of two forms:
• Test: The “aspect of the physical system” is a test whether some specific observable 

configuration of the physical system is fulfilled. Hypothesis- or search-based Objectives 
may be able to use one or more test requirements.
• The mission shall determine whether the abundance of Element X in Astrophysical 

Structure Y increases with radial distance to a 90% confidence interval. 
• The mission shall determine whether the average magnetopause reconnection rate 

increases with Earth’s tilt towards the Sun to a 95% confidence interval.
• Task: The “aspect of the physical system” is a required analysis task to draw scientific 

conclusions about the physical system. All Objectives can use one or more task 
requirements.
• The mission shall determine Planet Acme’s internal magnetic field to degree 2 and 

order 2 with 10% accuracy. 
• The mission shall determine the average Auroral Emission X rise time after the impact 

of Solar Wind Structure Y with an accuracy of 5 minutes.
• The mission shall determine the absolute age for Planet Acme’s geologic units larger 

than X by Y km with an accuracy of 5 minutes for 80% of the surface. 9
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Note: You may be able to always write a test requirement as one or more task requirements, but not visa versa.



Level-2 Requirements
• Level-2 Mad Libs: The mission shall [quantitative measurement verb] [parameter of the physical 

system] [prepositional phrase] [verification parameter(s)].

• Level-2 Requirements are the first level of implementation-specific requirements in a mission 
design.
• Level 2s describe the data-product requirements for executing the research plan necessary 

for completing the Level 1s.
• Level 2s are not the actual observation made by the instrumentation. (For some 

observables, however, they may be very close. For instance, the vector magnetic field.)
• Level 2s are still based in the physical system.
• In the STM, Level 2s fall between the Physical Parameter (e.g. vertical profile of the 

horizontal wind) and the Observable (e.g. specific emission line).

• Level 2s have a large amount of variability between implementation centers, between projects, 
and between individuals in leadership positions.
• I am wary of suggesting that PSEs change the way they flow down their requirements.
• Main point is that the Level 1s are based in science and the Level 2s have clear traceability 

down from the Level 1s.
10
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Lead-in: As a Program Scientist, Level 2s concern me a bit less than Level 1s. (I will pause to allow the Program Executives to gasp.) So let’s talk about them at a high level.



Common Concerns about Level 1s
• Can the Objectives be written in terms of requirements?

• All science can be written in terms of properly scoped Level 1s.
• Level-1 Requirements are the way one can tell that you have succeeded, so any potentially 

successful investigation can write them.
• If you don’t have science-based Level 1s, you can’t clearly demonstrate flow between 

science Objectives and lower-level requirements.

• Level-1 Requirements restrict scientific creativity.
• Level 1s provide the framework that your mission must be developed in. When you have 

that base, you gain the freedom to explore innovative solutions within it while still explicitly 
showing that they enable success.

• Level-1 Requirements can not capture all of the science that will be done.
• Level 1s are not intended to capture all science that a mission will do or all science that can 

be done with the mission data. (Note that the latter is outside of the mission Objectives.)

• Level-1 Requirements are hard to develop.
• Level 1s are easy. If you have an achievable science objective, you already have your 

Level 1s in mind in some form.
• Without Level 1s, you can not clearly demonstrate that your measurement requirements 

are sufficient and necessary to achieve the science objective.
• Writing requirements is a skill. Once learned, it becomes a natural part of mission 

formulation. 11
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To save time, I will leave this screen up for people to read while I take any questions in the remaining time.



Questions?
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